ASUI takes steps to impeach Marble

Adam Gardels

The ASUI Senate is sending outgoing President Marble a message: impeachment.

The newly elected ASUI president will take office the next day.

Senators responsible for writing the impeachment bill contend that Marble failed to perform his duties by not meeting his required number of office hours, by not attending to two of five cabinet office meetings, and by failing to attend October's Idaho Student Board of Education meeting in Pocatello.

Some senators expressed concern over the speed at which the bill was being rushed through. "I found out about this (impeachment bill) last night," said Senator Jeff Craven.

"Other senators felt they may be infringing on Marble's due process rights by hurriedly writing the impeachment bill through the senate."

In preparation for the meeting, the Senate discovered the bill violated one of the bylaws.

SEE ASUI PAGE 2

Fee payment delayed for MLK Jr. Day

Russ Wright

The Kibbie Dome will open at 7 p.m. on Jan. 17 and will close at 5 p.m. Students needing to pay fees for classes at the Kibbie Dome prior to 5 p.m. in order not to be "popped" at 6 p.m. Names in the computer who have not paid the fees are purged from the computer to make room for students who are waiting lists for classes.

Buxton said about 400 students were purged for this fall semester. Most students can exempt themselves from having to wait in the long lines at the Kibbie Dome however. Business and Accounting will mail billing statements to students registered for spring semester on Dec. 3. Students can return the billing statement with payment for fees by Jan. 3 and exempt themselves from the horrors of the Kibbie Dome. Those with financial aid exceeding the amount of fees owed may also skip the Kibbie Dome Day by signing the billing statement in the appropriate place and returning it by Jan. 3 to Business and Accounting.

Those students needing assistance gaining access to the Kibbie Dome should go the eastern entrances of the Kibbie Dome. Handicapped parking is available by the doors. The doors will be locked, but someone will be standing inside to open them for the disabled. All other students are asked to use the southwest entrance to the Kibbie Dome.

Voting for nothing

Zeke Eitel

Ballots for the ASUI elections will have to be recast Nov. 30 because of "inconsistent "Vandal" votes with the ballot printed with the name. Evelyn Arney and Becka Amsden, won the ballots. See story on page 5.

Zinser mail check, new contract

The University of Idaho President Elisabeth A. Zinser has mailed a $2,000 check for travel expenses to a British chemist who returned to England after losing his UI research post, according to a story in the Nov. 11 edition of the Lewiston Morning Tribune.

Lee Proctor, a postdoctoral research associate, left the university last month after a dispute over working hours in Jeanne Shreeve's "flourine group." Shreeve is UI vice provost for research and graduate studies. She is also the misconduct policy officer for the UI Scientific Misconduct Committee.

The disagreement between Proctor and Shreeve began on Aug. 17 when he took a break from his laboratory duties for a bicycle ride.

Proctor's relationship ended with the university when he refused to sign a contract from Shreeve requiring him to work 60 hours a week, including a shift from 8 to 5 a.m. until 6 or 7 p.m. on the weekdays, 7 or 8 p.m. until 10 or 11 p.m. on the weekends and a four or five hour shift on Saturdays.

Shreeve refused to discuss the case calling it a "personnel matter."

When a foreign exchange student comes to the United States to research for a university, he or she must have enough spare time to experience American culture, according to visa regulations.

Proctor declined a severance package which included three months pay totaling $6,250, since it included what he considered to be a gag order preventing him from talking about the problems he had with Shreeve.

However, Zinser has said the contract was misinterpreted by Proctor and only meant to refer to research.

Another severance agreement is currently in the making. Whether or not Proctor will agree to the new package is still a matter of question.

University officials and Proctor were unavailable for comment.

UI is still waiting to hear from the U.S. Information Agency, which administers the program on whether or not rules governing exchange students may have been violated.

John Cooper, UI coordinator for international student/scholar programs, sent a report to the UI last month about the Proctor situation.

If any action is taken by the agency, sanctions could be levied against the university. Students range from a letter of reprimand to revoking the entire program, Cooper said.
Lasers determine waste content
Dennis Sasse

The same technology used in eye surgery may be one of the keys leading to cost-effective and safe disposal of the radioactive waste at Hanford.

Physicist Tom Dickinson of Washington State University, in conjunction with federal, state, and private officials, is experimenting with a process called laser ablation. Dickinson said ablation is a "very intense vaporization of material by laser, usually accompanied by intense plasma." The plasmas—or flash— is analyzed using a spectrometer, determining what minerals are present. Knowing the chemical make-up of waste is important in deciding how to properly dispose of it.

Once the make-up is known, the waste can undergo vitrification. Vitrification is a process of turning the wastes in the tanks at Hanford into glass. Through a process of adding chemicals and heating, the wastes are trapped in glass.

"For example, if there is too much sodium in a sample, calcium needs to be added to make glass. The storage tanks have various mixtures of wastes and the recipe to make glass will vary," said Dickinson.

Currently the composition of wastes from the tanks are analyzed using analytical chemistry. This is a slow and time consuming process which spends much of the money marked for cleanup efforts.

Dickinson believes laser ablation can eventually be used as a common method of determining waste composition.

By learning to minimize the power needed to operate the laser, Dickinson hopes to use smaller lasers. Dickinson said, "We hope to achieve a level of portability to not put the equipment in a minivan or even a suitcase. The same technology will likely be able to evaluate many different types of waste sites from toxic dumps to abandoned mineral smelters.

"This ability to make a rapid analysis with minimal sample preparation and without placing workers in jeopardy will be very important as remediation programs expand with our increasing awareness of environmental issues," said Dickinson.

CD-ROMs produced here on campus
Justin Beller

Imagine for a moment how those little drives used in a CD-ROM drive of a computer are made, or even where they are made. Wonder no more—the answer can be heard on a CD disk as close as the Media Center on the University of Idaho campus.

Tony Opheim, software engineer at the UI Media Center, specializes in producing CD-ROM disks for faculty on campus. CD-ROM stands for Compact Disk, Read Only Memory.

The disks are like the ones purchased at music stores and can be accessed with the use of a CD-ROM drive installed in many multi-media computers on the market today.

Opheim started producing CD-ROMs for UI faculty in May of this year when the demand became high.

"The demand prompted us to start producing CD-ROM after the faculty was looking for something to store various kinds of data on," said Opheim. Being able to store music, audio—or even both—makes this storage format versatile, he said. It is also reasonably inexpensive. The cost of producing a CD-ROM disk is $50 with additional copies made for $40.

Opheim uses a computer program and a device called a CD-ROM burner that is similar in size and appearance to a home CD player. All that is needed is a blank CD ROM disk and a CD drive. The CD can be accessed just like a floppy disk.

However, the disadvantage to storing data on a CD-ROM is that it cannot be erased. Once it is on the disk, it is permanent. "Data can only be put on these CD-ROMs once," said Opheim.

Opheim said that although CD-ROM and common music CDs are identical in appearance, they are different in two ways.

First, the reflective layer on a CD-ROM, where data is burned in, is made of gold, while common CDs have a reflective layer of zinc. Second, the production of a CD-ROM is a burning process while music CDs are made by a pressing process.

Opheim said storing data on CD-ROM is cost efficient considering the price of computer hard drives and the process of installing them. "This way, Opheim said, the final product is a durable form of data storage which can be accessed at any time.
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Foundation honors supporters

Zachary Craig-Works

Last Friday night at the University Inn, in benefit of the University of Idaho came out for the 12th annual Leadership Banquet, hosted by the UI Foundation.

The banquet honored individuals and corporations who had donated large sums of money to the university.

Foundation President Dolores Chapman said, "That banquet is our annual celebration to honor those people who have donated substantial gifts to the university."

Chapman said a video highlighting each of the donors honored was played at the banquet. "People need to be honored who are so generous," she said.

Of the roughly 200 people at the function, 40 were new members inducted into the Leadership Circle. The Leadership Circle is a group of individuals and corporations that have made large annual gifts to the UI. An individual must make an annual gift of $20,000 or more and a corporation or other organization must make an annual gift of $50,000 or more.

Of those 40, seven members were corporations including the Boeing Corporation, Hewlett-Packard Corporation, Patuxich Corporation, and Idaho Power Company.

According to Vicki Boone, UI Foundation Assistant Director, Boeing made their first annual $20,000 gift on a 1.5 million dollar pledge to UI. Boone said several of the corporate donors gave $632,250—mainly in equipment—to UI.

According to Boone, the largest gift from an individual last fiscal year, was an anonymous gift of $200,000.

"We have great alumni out there," she said. In addition to the Leadership Circle, the UI Foundation honors lifetime contributions with membership in the Idaho Society. Individual donors must have donated $100,000 in their lifetime, and corporations must donate at least $250,000. Boone said 12 new members were inducted into the society at the banquet.

The UI Foundation was created in 1970 to raise and invest funds for UI. Chapman is currently president of the Foundation and has a staff of 71 volunteers.

The Foundation acts as a fund-raising organization for UI. After consultation with the dean and university administration, UI President Elizabeth Zinsker determines which projects are fund-raising priorities.

The UI Foundation then provides such services as feasibility studies, research, accounting, investment management, donor relations and legal counsel to develop those projects.

According to their figures, the UI Foundation only spends about 9 cents to raise every dollar donated to UI. The national average is 15 to 20 cents per dollar. Foundation funding comes from a variety of sources such as interest on gifts before they are transferred to the university and state appropriations for specific salary positions in the UI development office.

The UI Foundation received $8.8 million in contributions last fiscal year from 13,614 donors, according to their figures.

Of that sum, 38 percent was from corporations and other organizations, 55 percent came from individuals, and six percent came from estate gifts.

Of the total $8.8 million, 40 percent was spent on academic uses, about 17.9 percent on research, 1.5 percent on the library, 14.5 percent on student aid, and 14.3 percent on buildings, 18.3 percent for "other purposes," and 1.3 percent for unrestricted use.

In total, the UI Foundation has $79.3 million in total assets. This is a rise of about $27.6 million dollars from just five years ago.

According to UI Foundation Executive Director Linda Davison, the Foundation is currently working on two major projects.

They are raising money for the new Engineering and Physics building and raising money for a Humanities Challenge grant for the College of Letters and Sciences.

Davison said the fund-raising on the Engineering and Physics building project is going very well.

She said the total project is expected to cost $24 million, and the Foundation set a goal to raise $16 million. She said that about $2.7 million has been raised so far.

According to Davidson, the Humanities Challenge is an endowment in the College of Letters and Sciences to promote great goods. The total of funds for three dollars the Foundation raises, the federal government will match with a dollar.

Irish Prime Minister Reynolds resigns

William Tuohy

LONDON—In a dramatic move, Irish Prime Minister Albert Reynolds resigned in Dublin on Thursday after a fractious five days during which his coalition government seemed to be dissolving.

Facing a no-confidence vote in Parliament, Reynolds also said he will step down as head of the leading Fianna Fail party.

Deputy Prime Minister Dick Spring had led his Party out of Ireland's governing coalition Wednesday in a dispute over a judicial appointment.

Reynolds said he would recommend to President Mary Robinson that Parliament not be dissolved, because that would mean new national elections. Instead, he will be left leaderless while the major parties now explore ways to form a coalition to win a parliamentary majority.

Reynolds' move came just a few weeks before all-party talks were expected to begin in quest of a solution to the dispute over British rule in Northern Ireland, where a cease-fire recently ended 25 years of sectarian violence.

Gerry Adams, head of the political wing of the province's outlawed Irish Republican Army, appeared in London Thursday for the first time since the British government last month lifted a ban on his presence, and he dismissed Reynolds for playing a leading role in the peace process. But he maintained that the move toward peace in the troubled province is "bigger than Mr. Reynolds."

Adams added: "There is an onus on the political parties to ensure a government is reformed or reelected as quickly as possible, because any distraction from the peace process can help to defuse the momentum that has been built up."

Appearing at a news conference in a parliamentary office, Adams was asked whether the IRA might call off the current cease-fire because of the Irish political crisis.

"I don't see the peace process being under any threat from any Republican element," he responded, saying that he is "willing to work with whoever is in power."

Though praised for his work in the peace process, Reynolds had come under fire for his handling of a recent political crisis, and most observers said he was sure to lose a parliamentary confidence vote scheduled for Thursday.

Reynolds had insisted on forcing through the appointment of former Attorney General Harry Whelehan as president of the High Court during the strong objections of Spring's Labor partners.

On Thursday, Whelehan, who is also foreign minister, and his Labor Party ministers walked out of their cabinet, Reynolds admitted that Whelehan had misled him about the. post and actions as acting president.

On Thursday, Whelehan, who was impeached for his handling of a child abuse case involving a Roman Catholic priest, resigned as president of the High Court.
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TKE runs to Boise
St. Jude's Hospital

Russ Wright
News Editor

Members of the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity are doing a good deed for the St. Jude's Children's Memorial Hospital. Approximately thirty members are taking turns running a football from Moscow to Boise and have collected around $2,500 in donations for doing it. According to TKE member Brent Merrick, the football has been signed by senior members of the Vandals football team, President Zinser, football coach John L. Smith and will be signed by Governor Cecil Andrus and Idaho Secretary of State Pete Conruses after the team arrives in Boise. Merrick said the team left yesterday at noon and should arrive in Boise sometime tonight or tomorrow. The relay required about eight different cars to shuttle TKE members down to the state capital while runners rest or wait for their turn to run.

TKE keeps the football to put in its trophy case. It has already collected footballs from past charity runs which have some pretty famous signatures on them.

"(Former President) Ronald Reagan has signed a couple of the footballs," said Merrick. Reagon is a former member of another chapter of TKE.

Vandals fans heading to Boise today to watch the oh-so-predictable rout of the Boise State Broncos should keep their eyes out for the TKE runners. A banner will be attached to the back of one of the cars. The fraternity members are encouraging people to stop and make a charitable donation if drivers happen to see them on route to the game.

Stanford commissions New Guinea carvers for sculpture garden

College Press Service

PALO ALTO, Calif. — Master carvers from New Guinea have spent the past several months at Stanford University.

But instead of attending classes and lectures, these native artists have been carving statues and other large works for a new sculpture garden, located across from a residence hall on campus.

After four months of preparation, ASUI elections voided

Adam Gardels
Staff

Student cast ballots only to have them "burned," says Student Issues Board Vice Chairman James Dalton.

Due to mistakes made by voters, the election will be held again and voters are being asked to recast their ballots on Nov. 20.

Two different ballots were given to voters—each ballot varied the order of the candidates' names. Of the 1257 votes cast, 170 of them did not specify which ballot was being used.

Instructional material was posted in voting booths instructing student voters how and where to mark on the scan-tron sheet which ballot they used. Dalton said the problem occurred when voters filled out the scan-tron sheet away from the voting booths.

Students can be relieved about one thing. A rule has been added for the re-vote, however candidates will not be allowed to campaign until the day of elections.

Stanford commissions New Guinea carvers for sculpture garden

The school has officially unveiled "Visions from the Present: New Guinea Sculpture Garden Project." The outdoor garden is the combined effort of 10 master New Guinea carvers and a team of American and New Guinea landscape architects.

Jim Mason, director of the project, says the sculpture garden is not an attempt to re-create a traditional landscape of New Guinea. Instead, the project is "an unprecedented opportunity to experiment with and reinterpret New Guinea aesthetic perspectives within the new context of a Western public art space," Mason says.

The artists participating in the project came from the Iatmul and Kowma societies of the Middle Sepik River region of Papua New Guinea. The sculpture collection includes large, carved poles, free-standing individual figures, gusmat slit drums and other largescale works. The pieces of art were carved from indigenous woods shipped from the artists' home country.

The opportunity to work with international artists was a major factor in the decision to create the sculpture garden, says Mason. "This cross-cultural exchange promises to open challenging new territory for the artists to explore their aesthetic visions," he says. "It's an experiment in self-representation, an opportunity for these artists to determine the works presented and to shape the display context in which they are presented."

**Here Comes A Chance To Change The Way You Feel About Yourself**

**Fantastic Sams**

The Original Family Haircutters

**Opening This December In Moscow**

NEXT TO HARDEES
ASUI shouldn’t impeach Marble

Last Wednesday the ASUI Senate voted to start the impeachment process for their President, John Marble.

Senators Laura West, Zaharah Sheikh and John Tesnohledes authored the bill. They contend there is enough evidence that Marble has failed to fulfill his job, and the Senate has voted 8-4 to hold a hearing Dec. 6 to find out. This smells of a “witch hunt,” a term the senators themselves used at the meeting. Consider:

• Last April President Marble reprimanded the Senate for not doing their job.
• In September the Senate reprimanded Marble for not fulfilling all his summer office hours and forced him to apologize.
• Marble promised he would work diligently to ensure this wouldn’t happen again.
• Marble has missed office hours, two cabinet meetings and the October State Board of Education meeting in Pocatello.
• Wednesday the Senate voted to begin the impeachment process.

• Last week all three current ASUI presidential candidates admitted to missing meetings in their own terms of office, including recent cabinet meetings.
• The Senate considered a bylaw to allow Marble to be tried within this term of office.
• Two senators removed their names from the bill to impeach Marble.

Only minutes after Marble’s hearing, the new president will be sworn in.

The entire fiasco is generated by a misguided attempt to do some good, but also smacks of a personal attack. This is why: Marble has not failed his office hours. He has missed a couple of cabinet meetings. It does seem that Marble has not done his job to the best of his ability. This alone warrants a possible investigation.

This investigation should, however, have been a simple question to Marble himself: “Hey, John. I’ve noticed you haven’t been filling your office hours and I’ve had a hard time getting a hold of you. What’s up?”

No senator made this move. Instead, over two weeks ago the Argonaut heard rumors that Marble might be impeached. After a simple phone call from the Argonaut, Marble said he made a choice to be with his family and that his wife has been extremely ill for approximately six weeks, with the symptoms possibly indicating multiple sclerosis.

The senators who passed this are carrying out a ridiculous hearing. They have justified it by saying Marble should be held accountable during the lateness of the term, the impeachment is simply a slap in the face that will not help the students one iota.

The Senate should let it lie.

—Chris Miller

Brandon Nolta

of Justice) come around.

In Texas, meanwhile, Governor-elect Bush is preparing to push through a gun proposal similar to the one recently passed in Stockton, CA. Under this far-seeing piece of legislation, any adult who has a history of mental illness or criminal activity will be able to be a concealed weapon. Okay, perhaps only three people in Texas will be carrying under this law, but the idea is the same.

Texas already has the largest fleet of armored pickup trucks in the world. If it’s a good idea to personally arm nearly all the adults in a state that still has justifiable homicide laws on the books, I don’t know, but I guess we’ll find out. It might even be fun.

In New York, a wanted felon has been charged with his own crime? Traffic violations; he’s collected so many his license has been suspended for 630 days, or about once every three days since roughing it in the back of my car to look in the car to clean up or to stay on the road for over years is in no way is his guns; the NYT apparently has no clue about these facts of legendarium.

David Copperfield should hire this fellow as a consultant.

Oregon, having just recovered from the crime of passing a controversial anti-animal law two years ago, seems to be passing an attempted suicide act. They don’t like homosexuals, but they can handle a single one. I wonder if it has anything to do with a 1994 bill that in Oregon was one of the last two states to allow passage of marijuana.

Don’t get the wrong idea: If it happens to approve of Oregon’s new law, it’s just that ‘old-fashioned’ people that I find so silly. It’s the odd juxtaposition of viewpoints that I enjoy. I also live in the state of Oregon itself, except for the fact that I have to let some goober fill my car’s gas tank when I go there. If I needed a goober to pump fuel for me, I’d bring one with me. There’s certainly no shortage of them anywhere.

It’s not just the places already mentioned, though. This endemic brand of peculiarity is everywhere. From the ongoing Simpson circus to the Washingtonians here on campus to the GOP takeover of Washington D.C., anti-smoking laws popping up all over. No, the planets aren’t out of alignment. That is just the way of the world today. This species of ours has always been fighting itself towards the odd. Read your history, if you doubt this conclusion.

In short, get used to it.

It’s time for us to rise up and defend smokers’ rights

Aaron Schab

One of the most disgusting sights of earth today is that vice known as cigarette smoking. Acrid clouds of drifting tobacco smoke can be found outside of nearly all buildings on campus. Smoke is everywhere, and while I golly, I think it’s time somebody stood up for the rights of smokers.

I don’t smoke (that some of my best friends are smokers). Smoking makes me sick. In fact, whenever I am in a room full of smoking people, my nose runs and I get dizzy. Smoking is a sin. However, the recent wave of intolerance towards smokers makes me sick.

Aaron Schab

I can agree with smoking and non-smoking sections in ressu-
Charity best gift for Christmas
What type of gifts do you usually receive at the holidays? People, this is a wonderful time of year to give to those in your life who have needs that you know will uplift and improve their lives. Consider sharing your resources to buy warm nightgowns and coats for the kids, or let someone know and the miracle of the season will happen. This person could be your next-door neighbor, the postal clerk, the food bank volunteer, or even those about you and your family’s needs.

If you are on the other end of the spectrum and you keep getting ugly sweaters and strange novelty gifts from friends and family, why not put an end to it by suggesting that they use their gift money to make a contribution to an organization that you’d like to see receive contributions? It is very healthy for your soul to give! There are many non-profit organizations that are working locally and globally. Think about them, while I volunteer with Palouse Habitat for Humanity. This month we will be ground breaking on a new home site where we will build with the Disabled Veterans and make it safe and affordable house. Your tax-deductible gifts will be visible as the walls and roof go up on this house. We are in the phone under $100 check box for Habitat for Humanity.

May the Easter message be that you can decide to make this holy season be special for you and others who love in this community by making a few selfless gestures of how you can make Easter special for them. I wish you to find peace and goodwill towards others.

—Pamela A. Peterson

Grazing benefits economy, range
Cattle grazing in the western states is an important source of income as well as a benefit to the local economy. The economic impact of cattle grazing is significant and can be measured in several ways. The local economy is greatly impacted by the value of the cattle and the associated activities. The value added to the local economy is a significant factor in the overall economic impact of cattle grazing.

Grazing promotes plant vigor and diversity, much like mowing a lawn or pruning a tree. E. William Anderson, as Oregon range manager for the state, said in 1990, “Without controlled grazing, the forage on public lands will become ‘woody’ (not succulent), big game will move to private lands that have been grazed by livestock, and the quality of public range will deteriorate.”

Also, because of the by-products, range conditions, as well as market conditions, have improved. Dr. R.E. Dahal, of Texas Tech University and the 1990 Bureau of Land Management report, “State of the Public Rangelands” for the year 2009, have shown over 100 years of improvements in the range conditions.

Bible not read too carefully
Some Christians don’t read the Bible very carefully. They love to quote the anti-intellectual and anti-scientific writings of Paul, but they never quite quote what he said about sex and marriage for Christ followers. Paul says the seventh chapter of his first letter to the Corinthians is clear. It states, “It is good for a man not to touch a woman.” If you are a Christian, you should study the Bible. If you are just a plain person who is looking for some peace in your life, you should study the Bible.

—Ralph Nielsen

Pedestrians have right-of-way
Twice in the past two weeks I’ve nearly been run over while walking on a pedestrian crosswalk. Frankly, I’m getting a little tired of the experience. If you are a driver, please remember that you do not have the right of way to pedestrians the entire time that they are in a crosswalk, just because your lane is clear doesn’t mean you can keep on going. You are supposed to stop until I’ve reached the curb. If you are a pedestrian’s “lucky” back by a car, please report the incident to the Moscow Police. If you can supply the vehicle’s license number and a brief description of the driver, they should be able to cite him or her for you.

Personally, if you are the 50-something who was driving the tan Ford pick-up that nearly clipped me last Monday, please don’t do that again. Life is short.

—Greg Brothers
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Food Court
Occasional
Student Union
Nov 24 & 25
Abby, Jewels & Jade
Old Post Office
Food Court
Tuesdays
Student Union
Oct 30
Abby, Jewels & Jade
Natural Born Killers
Theater Union
Oct 27 & 28
Terry’s Grill
Student Union
Nov 24 & 25
Abby, Jewels & Jade
BREADSTICKS
French Crust
Food Court
Opening night live music with Brian Kalb
Nov 26
Abby, Jewels & Jade
Stop & Shop
Food Court
Opening night live music with Brian Kalb
Dec 1
Abby, Jewels & Jade
Natural Born Killers
Theater Union
Nov 26
Mansion piece of local history

Local museum being restored

Friends become family for holidays
Hirsch a poet and comic

Helen W. Hill

More than 80 people braved the snow slick streets and sidewalks to attend the Ed Hirsch poetry reading Nov. 16 in the Law School court¬room. At noon, students and faculty had gathered to hear Hirsch, a well-known poet and editor, discuss his latest collection of poetry. The audience—composed of students, professors, and the public—listened attentively as Hirsch read poems drawn on a board. His fine, elegant poems, published in his book "The Autumn of Grace," are a result of his recent award-winning poetry collection, "The Midnight Hour." The collection is characterized by its focus on the human condition, particularly in the context of the AIDS epidemic. Hirsch read selections from his poems, including "AIDS," which touches on the impact of the disease on individuals and society. He also discussed the importance of poetry in times of crisis and the role of the poet in the current political climate. Hirsch's words resonated with the audience, who responded with applause and questions after his reading. The event was co-sponsored by the Poetry Center and the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. The poetry reading was the first in a series of events planned for the fall semester to celebrate World AIDS Day. The event was well-attended, with a mix of students, faculty, and community members in attendance. The event was followed by a discussion of the reading and a panel of experts discussing the impact of AIDS on society and the importance of poetry in times of crisis. The panelists included Hirsch, as well as other poets and scholars. The event was a successful collaboration between the Poetry Center and the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, bringing together the community to discuss important issues and celebrate the power of poetry.
EVERCLEAR WORLD OF NOISE

From Portland Oregon comes a band of pure loudness. Everclear has just released their newest album World of Noise. World of Noise is a skill guitar ripping, pure electric, three piece group that screams out riffs as if they were candy in a candy store.

The vocalist sounds like a punk throwing his lyrics into a mic which threatens feedback at every turn of the song.

The songs are created solely around heavy guitar riffs and squealing guitars. The whines on the song "Sick & Tired" are a har- 

mony not solely lost, but mastered by this band and turned into an art form.

The song "The Laughing World" begins with a repeating guitar riff, a well timed whoa and squel and then the vocalist begins his song: "Right now all over / I fall hard when I fall / I always fall on your face first / head down eyes closed arms out to break my fall / like a world of noise we get lost inside the length of our own time." "The Laughing World" is a very energetic song with energetic lyrics.

Finally, before your adrenaline rush ends, you enter the fourth song which is a ballad. "Fire Maple Song" is a ballad of easily played guitar and lightly drummed drums.

The album's first single, "Nervous & Weird," is definitely a song which has the potential to rise through the ranks. There isn't a real unique quality to Everclear. Yet, the album sounds like a painful, whining guitar mixed in with lyrics of meaning and easy drums.

World of Noise is an angst-filled pure joy for all of you who like the good ol' punkish rock band. This band may definitely be one of the bands that rises out of the melting pot of the Northwest to become a band which has a spot-

light dedicated to it.

Everclear's music is definitely inspired by everclear. One note of caution—don't listen to this album while drinking everclear or you'll probably die of 208ba headace with the whining guitar.

Everclear's World of Noise can be found at most record shops under the capital label.

—Matt Baldwin

DIONNE WARWICK AQUARELA DO BRASIL

Dionne Warwick's latest album, Aquarela do Brasil, which translates to "Watercolors of Brazil," is not exactly a masterpiece. Warwick attempted to combine her musical talent with a Brazilian music influence and filled it miserably.

The album gets off to a slow start with "Jobim Medley," a mix of excerpts from songs like "How Insensitive," "Quiet Nights of Quiet Stars," "Wave," and "Water of March." This song does not resemble the professionalism, talented musicianship that Warwick usually displays. In fact, it sounds more like a cheesy Las Vegas lounge act.

The second track "Vou Aareas" is a great mix of jazz and Brazilian influence, but the sound becomes monotonous towards the middle. Unfortunately most of the songs on this album end up sounding the same. The tracks resemble that annoying music in elevators or the dentist's office.

"Captives of the Heart" starts out as a ballad and moves into a slow groove of strings, horns and vocals that blend well together, creating a beautiful Brazilian harmon.-

Track number ten, "Caravans," is a great rhythmic combination, but unfortunately Warwick added her ineffective vocals. The rhythm is fast-paced and catching, the vocals slow and dreamy with a ballad-like quality. This combination does not work well. Warwick would have been great without her vocals.

"30,000 Words" is the best song on the album. It is an excellent blend of horns, rhythm and vocals. It may not have very much Brazilian flavor, but on this song Warwick's talent and experience shine!

Overall, Aquarela Do Brasil is ineffective and boring. For all of her efforts, Warwick does not deliver the quality we have come to expect from her. I wouldn't recommend the purchase of this album, unless you want to fill your collection with music you don't want to listen to. You can even call Warwick's "Psyched Friends Network" and tell her I said so. Of course, she probably already knows about this review anyway.

—Amy Ridenour

Ridenbaugh displays 'Art and the Environment'

The Collaborative Installation MindBlocks by Jason Wolfe, Janice Martin, and Chris Taylor is on display at the Ridenbaugh Art Gallery today until 6 p.m. The display is part of the Honors Art Seminar 404 class and is a student project.

Watch the Showdown in Boise at high noon at Branegans & Support your Big Sky Champion Lady Vandas Fri. and Sat.

$1 off Pitcher of Beer B A R N E G A N S

1330 W. Pullman Rd.
883-3333

DIONNE WARWICK AQUARELA DO BRASIL
Ski Fest blowout at Brundage

The Recreation Club is now taking reservations for their Ski Fest at Brundage Mountain. Program organizer Barry Adams asks, "Has school given you the late semester blues? If so, there is a way to rejuvenate before digging in for finals. Go skiing with the Rec. Club Dec. 23 and 4."

For a mere $80, participants will receive two lift tickets, two nights lodging and travel to Brundage Mountain. "Everyone should bring their sleeping bag," said Adams, "because we will all sleep in one huge room."

What a party! Intrepid skiers will travel from Moscow by car pool, so departures can be timed to accommodate almost any schedule. Those interested in driving should check the appropriate box on the registration sheet. Drivers will be reimbursed for gas and other expenses.

To register for this year's best ski party, pick up a registration sheet at the Recreation office in Memorial Gym 109. "Deadline for registration is Nov. 24," said Adams. "A pre-trip meeting will be scheduled after Thanksgiving break to hammer out all the gory details. There is no better way to get in the right frame of mind for finals than to get away and ski for a few days. And for this price you can't afford not to go."

Latin dance lessons offered

The merengue, salsa and cumbia are only three of the exotic and romantic dances on tap at Kith Dorf's instructional dance program "Learn to Dance the Latin Way."

Dorf and the University Language and Culture Association invite you to be a part of this opportunity to follow in Gomez Addams' rhythmic footsteps. The program is scheduled at St. Augustine's Catholic Center on Dec. 2.

The program is free and the public is welcome.

Camping, skiing Mt. Adams proves rewarding

Joa Harrison

It was one of those last-minute trips—the ones where you end up calling everyone forty-five minutes before you're supposed to leave and saying, "Are we still going?" As with any other decent trip, we were behind schedule. This wasn't too bad since the rules of nature dictate that it's against road-trip law to have it any other way.

Seven of us had decided to head to Mt. Adams for the weekend. Although we didn't really have any definite plans of what we were going to do once we got there, we did throw in one thing: climbing and skiing gear in anticipation of abundant snow. It was snowing hard in Moscow, so it took a fair amount of coercion to convince the only non-bachelor of the group that his wife would grant him more forgiveness than usual. After several phone calls home (about every 50 miles), she finally conceded that she wouldn't lock him out when he got home—with some restrictions, though; we had to be back in time for dinner Sunday night.

Mt. Adams Wilderness Area

Joa Harrison

Lucas Wingert (above) shreds the trees at Mt. Adams Wilderness Area near Hood River, Ore. The snow was so deep that students (right) had to ski to the trailhead where they stopped for lunch before continuing into the wilderness area. Jason Christner (below) digs out his tent in preparation of a cold November night.

had just gotten about 12 inches of snow the day before we got there, so the drive in on Forest Service Road 80 proved to be challenging. Luckily, among the seven of us, we had two four-wheel drive trucks. These were needed—especially to pull the trees that had been blown over out of the road. We managed to plow our way to within three miles of the trailhead and camped in the road. Saturday morning was beautiful. The sun was shining and the snow was light and dry. We skied away from our trucks with the fall anticipation of a perfect weekend. This notion held true until we reached an elevation of 7,000. The trees thinned out, and the snow became wind-blown. There were still pockets of nice powder, but they were sparse.

The real skiing was further down in the trees. We had gotten this far, so, instead of heading back down, we kept skiing up and set up camp at 8,000 feet. Our plan was to get up early the next morning and try to reach the summit.

A storm blew in during the night, so any climbing plans we had were gone. We waited out the storm in the hope of seeing if the storm would slacken, several of us decided to cut our odds and head down the mountain to ski the trees.

Our decision ended up being a good one. The snow was light and dry, and any sign of the storm higher up vanished the minute we headed into the trees. We managed to get several runs in before the other guys came skiing down. They had decided not to climb since the weather was still nasty higher up.

Our muscles tired from the early season skiing, we headed back down the trail and threw our gear into the trucks. Luckily we weren't snowed in, and we managed an uneventful trip home.

We even made it back in time for dinner—something I'm sure at least one member of our group was especially grateful for.
A good snowfall starts the ski season

Dennis Sasse

Ski bombs, snow bunnies and shredders take heed, the snow is falling and it is time to curve up the slopes. The early snow has got skiers, snowboarders and resort managers smiling.

The conditions are great for this early in the season. Most resorts are reporting dry snow and good bases.

Here is a quick reference article to hang on the fridge. Always remember to call the snow lines to check conditions and confirm that your destination will be open.

Schweitzer, 1-800-431-6810, lift cost $25 with valid student ID, vertical drop 2,400 feet, hours 9 a.m.-4 p.m. with night skiing from 3-10 p.m., opening Nov. 24.

Silver Mountain, 208-783-1111, lift cost $31, vertical drop 2,200 feet, hours 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Bluewood, 208-634-5560, lift cost $25 or $20 after 1 p.m., vertical drop 1,800 feet, hours 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Lookout Pass, 208-744-1301, lift cost $16 with ID or $12 after 12:30 p.m., vertical drop 850 feet, hours 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Mount Spokane, 509-238-6223, lift cost on weekends $16 with ID or midweek $12, vertical drop 2,000 feet, hours 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Call for night skiing information.

Ski Bluewood, 882-1056, lift cost $21 and 2 for 1 Tuesday promotion with 6 Pepsi cans or caps, vertical drop 2,000 feet, hours 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Locally, North South, famous for $5 Wednesday night skiing and perennial favorite among financially strapped college students, will open according to Mike Reiser, Outdoor Recreation Director.

I asked representatives of each resort "Why should UI students choose your resort?"

Schweitzer emphatically said, "We’re buried in snow!" Mount Spokane coolly replied, "Because we have got the best prices and skiing in the Northwest."

Brandage responded, "The best of winter is Brundage."

Lookout Pass said, "For college students on a budget we are far and away the best expensive."

Bluewood responded with, "We have consistently dry snow, groomed runs and some of the best tree skiing in the Northwest."

It looks like it will be a great year to be a skier or snowboarder. Grab your boots bag and get moving.

Hope to see you on the slopes over Thanksgiving break, on what hopefully will be the area’s finest powder in years.

---

Gates mean ‘no’ on private property

Erik Marone

With winter sports just around the corner, the Palouse Clearwater Environmental Institute and Moscow Mountain Owners and Users Group would like to remind potential recreational users of land on Moscow Mountain of a few guidelines.

At this point, Moscow Mountain is almost entirely privately owned, and landowners have the right to limit or deny access to their land. If you are in a posted area, you are trespassing and could be prosecuted if you are caught. If a gate is locked, do not go around it, some may be inclined to do.

Respect the wishes of landowners: do not build fires on private land and always follow the time-bandwidth usage of "pack it in, pack it out."

For those of you who may be getting in some last minute mountain biking below the snow level, the National Off Road Bicycle Association (NORBA) code states that mountain bikers shall yield the right of way to all other non-motorized users, such as hikers and horses.

You should maintain control of your speed at all times, especially in wet conditions when brakes may fail. Ride only on clearly marked, open trails. Keep in mind that 100 square inches of orange paint anywhere legally indicates ‘no trespassing.’ Do not enter posted areas or disturb livestock by cutting across fenced areas and, of course, always wear an approved brain bucket, even the best riders miscalculate every now and then.

All users should remember to "tread lightly." Make sure that if you are using a motorized vehicle it has a proper muffler and spark arrestor on the exhaust system.

Try to avoid locking up bicycle and ATV tires. Wet turf erodes much easier than dry turf, and skidding your tires will only speed up this process. Make sure you know the limits of your ability to handle whatever vehicle you may be operating and keep yourself within those limits and if possible, stay on the lower elevation gravel roads until we have enough snow pack to cushion the effects of recreational use on the land.

Through the cooperation of recreational users and landowners, Moscow Mountain can offer something for every interest. As long as everyone observes property laws and respects the wishes of the people who are allowing others to use their land, Moscow Mountain will continue to provide year-round recreation for everyone. Okay, the sermon is over, now get out there and enjoy our local mountain.

For more information or a map of open roads on Moscow Mountain, contact the PCEI at 882-1444.
Vandal Boosters to meet in Boise
The Vandal Booster Under-30 Club will gather at the Boise Centre on the Grove, Nov. 15 at 5:30 p.m.
The UI Cheerleading squad and the pep band will attend.
The club gathers monthly and this will be an opportune time to socialize with University of Idaho alumni and students before the Big Sky Championship game with Boise State on Saturday, Nov. 19. Admission is free.

KUID to televise BSU-Idaho game
KUID Channel 12 in Moscow will televise the Boise State-Idaho football game Saturday at 12:00 PST. The feed will be taken through KTVB Channel 7 in Boise.

Intramural 3-on-3 champs decided
In intramural 3-on-3 basketball, the Colors defeated the Desperados 25-14 in the women's division.

For the men, the PSI Warriors beat the 3 Blind Fikes 32-29. Currently, Sigma Nu and Gamma Phi Beta lead in the intramural standings.

Division I-AA football poll
1. Youngstown State, 9-0-1
2. Marshall, 10-1
3. IDAHO, 9-1
4. Boston University, 9-1
5. James Madison, 9-1
6. BOISE STATE, 9-1
7. Eastern Kentucky, 8-2
8. McNeese State, 8-2
9. Grambling State, 9-1
10. Appalachian State, 8-3
11. Montana, 8-2
12. Troy State, 7-3
13. Pennsylvania, 8-0
14. Northern Iowa, 7-3
15. North Texas, 7-2-1
16. Alcorn State, 7-2-1
17. New Hampshire, 9-1
18. Middle Tennessee St., 7-2-1
19. William & Mary, 7-3
20. Central Florida, 6-4
21. Stephen F. Austin, 5-3-2
22. Hofstra, 8-1-1
23. Western Carolina, 6-4
24. Georgia Southern, 6-4
25. South Carolina State, 8-2
Source: The Sports Network

Andrew Longteig
The scary thing is, Boise State actually has the best chance of winning since its 1990 team that went 6-3. Hey, just ask Bronco defensive lineman Joe O'Brien. He GUARANTEES Bronco victory. It reminds me of a politician's campaign promise.

By Sunday's Idaho Statesman, he said: "It's our destiny to win...and we're going to win the outright Big Sky championship next week, and they got to come to Boise with our fans and on our turf and we will win the game. I don't know who's going to stop us. I guarantee you this is the year."

I don't think Mr. O'Brien has been Idaho on film yet.

O'Brien's statement, gushing with hefty hyperbole, is both immaterial and idiotic.

No team wants to give their opponent an advantage in any way, shape or form — especially by means of the salivating media who will print anything, believe me.

I GUARANTEE Bronco head coach Pokey Allen has some sweet, confounding words to say to O'Brien after his brilliant comments.

Of course, when O'Brien was interviewed the following day, his statement was obviously blown way out of proportion.

In the Spokesman-Review, O'Brien justified: "What I said is no matter if it's No. 1 Montana or a powerhouse Idaho team, we're confident we can win."

That's one hell of a misquote. Anyway, who wouldn't be "confident" before the game.

Who: #3 Idaho Vandals (9-1) v. #6 Boise State (9-1)
When: Saturday, 12:05 PST
Where: Bronco Stadium, Boise
Series: Idaho leads 14-8-1
Last year: Idaho won 49-16

Spikers host Big Sky tournament
Dan Eckles
The Wildcats of Weber State had better be mean and aggressive when they take the court against the Idaho Vandals tonight in the first round of the Big Sky Conference Volleyball Tournament.

Idaho dropped the Montana Grizzlies in four games last weekend to win the tournament and a date with the fourth-seeded Wildcats.

Weber State will need to pull out all the stops to beat an Idaho club that has swept them in three games in both of their meetings this fall. The two teams meet at 8 p.m. in Memorial Gym.

Second seeded Montana will face third seeded Idaho State at 5:30. The two winners will battle at 7 p.m. Saturday for the Big Sky championship.

The Big Sky champ will host an NCAA play-in next weekend for the right in the NCAA tournament.

Ticket prices for the Big Sky Tournament are $5 for adults and $3 for students and senior citizens.

Here's a closer look at Friday's matchups.

Montana (22-4, 13-1) vs. Idaho State (17-9, 10-4)
The Griz will need to bounce back from last weekend's loss to Idaho after having their 16-match win streak snapped. The Bengals would look to be an easy victim for the Griz, who swept both of their regular season meetings, but BSU has been full of surprises all year, finishing third in the conference after being picked seventh.

Bart Stageberg
Senior outside hitter Mindy Rice pounds the ball against Montana. She leads the Vandals with 5.2 kills per game. Idaho plays Weber State tonight at 8 p.m. in the Big Sky tournament.

**SEE RIVALS PAGE 14**
RIVALS

FROM PAGE 13

Smith had already known about O'Brien's comments before they appeared in Sunday's Idaho Statesman.

"Senior during the rivalry," Smith added. "It's part of the football game. It's not going to lose by saying that."

All I can say is that O'Brien has better make one-way plane reservations to Idaho if he's wrong.

Yes, and eventually a fourth-string placekicker saying these things.

O'Brien is, after all, a hell of a player, and BSU with 10-2 sacks.

Even though I don't like BSU very much, I've been both surprised and impressed by their defense. In 1993, BSU was 3-8 — their worst record since a 0-6-1 season in 1977.

After two BSU victories early in the year, the teams were more famous for their Political Science Club than their football squad, I didn't believe in them. Their 10-point victory over Nevada caught my attention, but I considered it a fluke.

However, after their 38-14 win over the then No. 1-ranked Montana two weeks ago, I was convinced that they had a chance, albeit miniscule, to best Idaho.

The Broncos have improved because they believe in themselves and the relatively new coaching staff. Last year, Allen brought not only himself from Division II Portland State, but six of his assistants.

BSU players must have bad dreams after watching game films on Idaho, showing the Vandal's score of 28-2 and 28 points at will.

May and Joel Thomas are the best running backs in all of Division I-AA; hands down. Last week against Weber State, Thomas gained 146 yards and had 124.

Coupled with UI's running attack, the potent offense of junior quarterback Brian Brennan. He tossed five touchdown passes last week and is fourth in the nation in passing efficiency. The only drawback that may affect Brennan is his big-game experience. He has not started a game on the road this season.

If Brennan falters, it's always a luxury to have the likes of backup Eric Hise, who put up astronomical numbers before suffering a knee injury Oct. 28. His right knee still isn't 100 percent.

It's the Vandal's defense, however, that is causing the real nightmares, the kind where you wake up in a cold sweat and immediately call your parents.

BSU, despite Adams' talent, will not win with their running game.

Only two running backs have rushed for 100-yard plates against Idaho, who boasts the No. 1 rush defense in I-AA, allowing 99.2 yards per game.

The Broncos aren't quite so athletic as Idaho. So in order for BSU to win the game, they will have to make the big play — long bombs, trick plays and key defensive turnovers.

Quarterback Tony Hilde will have to be alert at all times when facing the swarming Idaho front seven.

The Vandal defense has 22 sacks in the last five games. Already this year, they have 11 more sacks than last season. This is due to more man-to-man coverage and line-backer blitzes.

Case in point is UI linebacker Duke Garrett who had two career sacks before this season, but has recorded eight this year alone.

Sophomore sensations Ryan Phillips and Barry Mitchell, defensive ends, have matured into outstanding pass rushers.

I'd like to see a breakdown that occur in the Idaho defense are in the secondary, although it's much improved from last year. Speedy cornerbacks Cedric West and Monte Reims Williams rarely get burned by fast receivers, but by their own mental lapses.

They will have to capitalize on any UI mental breakdown to sustain effective drives for BSU. He will be forced to get rid of the ball quickly and accurately to his receivers if he wants to avoid correctly and being tackled.

His team leads with 106 tackles and is second with eight sacks. Follow linebacker Stefan Reid is BSU's second leading tackler with 101.

Rashad Gayle and Chris Cook anchor the Bronco defensive backfield. Cook, a strong safety, is the third leading tackler and also has three sacks. Gayle leads the Big Sky in interceptions with seven.

Prediction: BSU 28, Idaho...no. Idaho 41, BSU...damn. It's harder than it looks, my friends — decide for yourselves.

Let's just hope it's a Lucky 13
Mixed Media  Jack Ohman

Old Soldiers Never Die.

Young Soldiers Die Often!

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
BOOKSTORE

Deakin Ave • Across From The Student Union
885-6469

Bound & Gagged  Dana Summers

The UI Bookstore

Great Gift Ideas From The University of Idaho
Come See Them Today!
200 ROOMMATES
2 female roommates wanted, on campus great location $230/mo. plus utilities. Call early mornings or evenings. 882-6227.

Room for rent in 3 bedroom duplex. Available in December. $200/mo. + 1/2 utilities. Call 882-3754.

Responsible roommate needed to share nice furnished 2 bedroom apartment for Spring Semester. $230/mo. + 1/2 utilities. 883-3123 after 7pm.

Female roommate needed for Spring Semester to share 2 bedroom apt. $200/mo., utilities paid. 15 minute walk from campus. Call Marla, 883-1814, leave message.

Roommate wanted: 2 bedroom apartment, furnished w/throw of washer and dryer, $275/mo. Deposit negotiable. 882-3455.

Responsible female roommate wanted, Spring semester. Nice Place! $225/mo. + 1/2 utilities. Close to campus. 882-6253.

Roommate needed to share nice 2 bedroom apartment for Spring Semester. Blue Ages, across from Deer Park condos. $255/mo. + 1/2 electric. 883-0688

300 FOR SALE
CLOTHING

COMPUTERS
Computer for sale. IBM 366SX P81. Color monitor, printer and computer desk. $1500/OBO. Call (208)743-8397.

MOBILE HOMES
REX 20' X 54' double wide; 3 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer. Excellent condition, a must see! Asking $29,500/OBO. Call 883-3527.

PHOTO EQUIPMENT
Besseler 23CII enlarger and all darkroom equipment. Great Christmas gift. $250/OBO Please call Cynthia, 883-3061.

SPORT EQUIPMENT
KEMPER CHAOS Snowboard, 153cm, excellent condition, with bindings, leash and can plate. $175/OBO. Call 882-5975.


ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month. Room and board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)545-1455 ext.AS9052

National Park Jobs - Over 25,000 openings! (including hotel staff, tour guides, etc.) Benefits + bonuses! Apply now for best positions. Call: 1-206-545-4894 ext. NS9051

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2,000/m+ working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal & Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. CS9052

Wanted: Students from other countries to work internationally around their schedule. Call 334-8327.

$150 weekly possibly mailing our circulars! For info. call 202-298-9055.

Full-time nanny position starting January '95. Salary DOE, hours 7:30-3:30, Monday-Friday. Please call 332-2871.

JOURNALISM JOBS — The Argonaut is looking for motivated writers for all sections: News, Lifestyles, Outdoors, Sports, Opinion. All positions are paid. Argonaut staff get real world experience doing something they enjoy—writing and reporting. To become part of the Argonaut team, pick up an application on the 3rd floor of the Student Union, or call 883-7825 for more information.

FOUNDED: Money lost on Perimeter Drive on November 11. Call 882-6026 to claim.

800 ANNOUNCEMENTS
Crystals & Healing: beginning class, November 19, Saturday, 1-5pm. @ Inner Vision Bookstore. Contact Nancy @ 883-1037 for info.

900 MISCELLANEOUS
PERSONALS
Just a reminder, but WHO DO WE HATE - BOZO STATE! - G.K.

FACT:
If every American replaced one roll of toilet paper with a roll made from recycled paper, one million trees would be left standing.

TIP:
Use recycled toilet paper. It can be purchased in many grocery stores at about the same price as ordinary toilet paper.

Please send your tip to: GREENTIPS 4830 W. Kennedy Blvd. Suite 280, Tampa, FL 33609 
© 1994 Kevin A. McLean - Tampa, Florida

400 EMPLOYMENT

HAVE A SAFE AND SATISFYING THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY*

IF YOU ARE GOING HOME—PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY. WE WANT TO SEE YOU BACK IN THESE HALLOWED HALLS...

HAVE A GREAT THANKSGIVING BREAK!

Classifieds
THE ARGONAUT

academic crossword

ACROSS
1 Fishing mend
5 Code word for the better 4x4 (pl.)
10 Thai of baseball
14 High words
20 Stir up
25 Lately
29 Pitching rate (2 wds.)
30 Alone (3 wds.)
32 Part of TMT
33 Rearviewing machines
24 Student totals
25 Mrs. Peel's partner
27 Writer Whistley, and family
32 Sound possibly made by Garfield
33 Support near
34 Miss Dowdrow
35 Part of Support
36 Finished title (2 wds.)
39 — the reason... 
40 — content of some humor books
42 Lengthing a short time
44 Formation
45 Meetings, for short
46 Miss Loren
48 River to the Selma
51 Brook
54 Restaurant offering (2 wds.)
56 Tax haven site
58 Just a file
60 Detecto... 
61 Colonel, William, and family
62 Anglo-Saxon slave

DOWN
11 "What's — for me?
12 Dia
13 Part of A.D.
16 Leg merchandise
18 Football position
23 Anger
25 Regal role, Sam
26 Dutch bloom
28 Tavern
29 House warner (2 wds.)
30 Minneapolis suburb
31 Departure
32 Detective Rite — Finals For
37 To see: sp
40 As — Junkyard dog
41 Men or ape
42 Ohio City on Lake Erie
43 Center of discovery
47 Bellis hard
48 Courier (baseball)
49 Prefix for long
50 Letter number
51 "Peter P" pirate
52 — no brigh
53 Story
55 Apothesis, for one (abbr.)